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Friedel oscillations induced by open boundary conditions in a two-band Hubbard model for CuO chains are
numerically studied. We find that for physically realistic parameters and close to quarter filling, these oscilla-
tions have a 2kF modulation according with experimental results on YBa2Cu3O72d . In addition, we predict
that, for the same parameters, as hole doping is reduced from quarter filling to half filling, Friedel oscillations
would acquire a 4kF modulation, typical of a strongly correlated electron regime. The 4kF modulation also
dominates in the electron doped region. The range of parameters varied is very broad, and hence the results
reported could apply to other cuprates and other strongly correlated compounds with quasi-one-dimensional
structures. On a more theoretical side, we stress the fact that the copper and oxygen subsystems should be
described by two different Luttinger liquid exponents.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The application of scanning tunneling spectrosco
~STM! techniques to the CuO chain planes in YBa2Cu3O72d
~YBCO! has provided insights into the physics of the
quasi-one dimensional~1D! electronic structures. These e
perimental studies have shown, in real space, the presen
charge modulations along the chains at low temperature
side the superconducting phase.1,2 These charge oscillation
had been inferred earlier from neutron scattering experim
on the same compound.3 Taking together results from bot
band calculations4 and angle-resolved photoemissio5

~ARPES! indicating a chain filling close to one quarter,
turns out that the observed charge modulations have akF
wave number.

Although earlier STM studies6 gave indications of the
presence of charge oscillations on the chains, the pre
interest in these features comes from a more recent se
experiments exploring the interplay between the chain pl
and the CuO2 plane in YBCO. On the one hand, the chai
~running along theb direction! may contribute to the in-
plane resistivity anisotropy in this compound.7 It is also im-
portant to notice that stripes in CuO2 planes also run along
theb direction, maybe not coincidentally. On the other han
there have been experimental indications of a superfluid d
sity induced on the chains due to the proximity to the Cu2
planes.8,9 Although the interpretation of this last set of e
periments is still controversial,5,10 one recent theoretica
study11 offers an explanation of STM results1 based on this
scenario of proximity induced chain superconductivity~SC!.
In this model, the resonances in the chains arise from
interference between magnetic impurities in the chains.

Alternatively, we believe it is necessary to search for e
planations of these experimental results based on mo
which capture the intrinsic electronic interactions on t
chains. Eventually, in this kind of model, the SC on t
CuO2 planes could modify at an effective level the coupli
constants of the intrachain interactions. This approach c
0163-1829/2004/69~1!/014513~7!/$22.50 69 0145
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nects the present study to the more general theoretical in
est in various types of charge inhomogeneities appearin
strongly correlated electron systems in low spatial dim
sions. In fact, in addition to the relevance of the presence
charge oscillations in the chains to the physics of the Cu2
planes, it has been emphasized that precisely the assu
strong Coulomb interactions in the cuprates would naiv
favor a 4kF wave number instead of the observed 2kF wave
number of the charge modulations.2

Since CuO chains are cut by oxygen depletion, we will
to describe the charge modulations as generalized Fri
oscillations~FO’s! starting at the open end of the resultin
fragments. A very recent numerical and analytical study12 on
the 1D one-band Hubbard model indeed found a crosso
from 2kF to 4kF FO’s as the strength of the on-site Coulom
interactionU is increased. We are going to examine a tw
band Hubbard model, appropriate for CuO chains,13 where
the situation is more complex due to different Coulomb
pulsions on Cu and O ions, in addition to the charge trans
between them.14 It is interesting to notice that ARPES
shows5 a chain’s Fermi surface in agreement with band c
culations, and at the same time the dispersion along the c
direction agrees with the holon band predicted by stron
correlated theories.15 Hence, although the Coulomb repulsio
on Cu ions is large, it does not automatically imply
strongly correlated behavior on any given physical quant
In particular, we will show a complex dependence of 2kF
and 4kF FO’s with respect to the Coulomb interactions a
charge transfer parameter.

The model here studied does not include electron-lat
coupling, which is another possibility of inducing 2kF insta-
bilities. Experimentally,3 it has been suggested that standa
lattice phonons are unlikely to reproduce the observed
tures. Finally, both in order to help the understanding of o
results and in order to extend the scope of this study, we
consider a somewhat large variation of interaction para
eters, and, in addition to quarter filling, dopings close to h
filling, and also electron doped chains will also be studied
©2004 The American Physical Society13-1
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addition, we will consider open ends occupied with O io
and Cu ions.

This paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II, we descr
the model and method of calculation, and we show the
merical results for density oscillations. The theoretical a
experimental implications of these results are discusse
Sec. III.

II. 2 kF Õ4kF PHASE BOUNDARY

A. Model and method of calculation

The model studied is the 1D two-band Hubbard mo
defined as

H52tpd(
i ,s

~c2i 21s
† c2is1H.c.!1Ud(

i
n2i 21↑n2i 21↓

1Up(
i

n2i↑n2i↓1Upd(
i

n2i 21n2i1D(
i

n2i , ~1!

where, cj s
† creates a hole with spins at site j, nj s

5cj s
† cj s , nj5nj↑1nj↓ . The sums run overi 51, . . . ,L (L

is the number of unit cells!, and Cu~O! ions occupy odd
~even! sites.tpd51. All our results shown below correspon
to Ud58, Upd50, andUp ,D,Ud . The number of holes
(Nh) is larger thanL for hole doped systems in which cas
the filling is computed asnh5(2L2Nh)/L, or smaller than
L for electron doped systems in which case the filling
computed asne5Nh /L. At half filling nh5ne51. The nu-
merical technique employed in the present study is the d
sity matrix renormalization group algorithm~DMRG!.16 The
most important quantity measured by this technique is
on-site charge density,n( i )5^ni&. Most results were ob-
tained with a truncation numberm5200. For several case
we also examinedm5300 and 400 with almost indistin
guishable results.

In principle, we are interested in the effect of oxyg
depletion which implies that CuO chains are cut at oxyg
sites. These depleted oxygens could be modeled by just
posing open boundary conditions on chains with odd nu
bers of sites with the two end sites corresponding to Cu io
However, it is technically convenient to use chains with ev
numbers of sites which implies that one end is occupied
an oxygen ion and the other end site by a copper ion.
open end with an O ion would correspond to a nonmagn
impurity, for example a Zn ion replacing a Cu ion.17 If one
assumes that Friedel oscillations from both ends do not h
nonlinear superpositions, i.e., both oscillations are indep
dent of each other, then the use of even numbers of s
allows us to simultaneous study both types of impurities i
single chain.

Since, as stated in Sec. I, Friedel oscillations appear
to oxygen depleted sites acting as impurity centers in
otherwise metallic chain, then they will follow a power la
behavior predicted by Luttinger liquid theory,18

n~r !2n0;a1

cos~2kFr 1f1!

r (11Kr)/2
1a2

cos~4kFr 1f2!

r 2Kr
, ~2!
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with r the distance from the impurity. This expression can
derived from the asymptotic form of the charge correlatio
~neglecting logarithmic corrections to the 2kF term! andKr

is the interaction dependent correlation exponent.19 Numeri-
cal studies have verified that FO’s follow this form for th
one-band Hubbard andt-J models on chains and ladders12,20

and for the Kondo lattice model on chains.21 In the follow-
ing, we will fit our data using Eq.~2!. The inclusion of finite
size corrections19,22 to Eq. ~2! would in principle lead to a
better fitting of the numerical results. However, as discus
in Ref. 20, the finite size dependence is considerably redu
by disregarding the first few sites close to the ends of
chain. In addition, we believe that for the chain length he
considered (L564) finite size corrections would fall within
the error bars in Figs. 3 and 6. The complete fitting pro
dure is detailed in the Appendix. The key point of this pr
cedure is that wesimultaneouslyfit the FO’s starting from
the left chain end~Cu site! and the one which starts from th
right chain end~O site!.

B. Quarter filling

We start by examining the electron densityn( i ) as a func-
tion of the position obtained by the DMRG forL564, Nh
596, which corresponds to quarter filling,nh50.5, as a
function ofUp andD. At this filling, the density modulation
has period of four unit cell spacings for the 2kF component.
This period can be clearly seen in the Friedel oscillatio
shown in Fig. 1 (Up52) in both Cu and O ions, atD52.
These density oscillations extend appreciably over the wh
chain. ForD55, the density oscillations on both types
ions present a period of 2 which corresponds to a 4kF wave.
Also shown are the oscillations forD54, close to the cross
over between both regimes.

By applying the fitting procedure previously discusse
we are able to obtain the mean amplitudes for the 2kF and
4kF components of the Friedel oscillations on Cu or on
ions starting at site 1~occupied by a Cu ion!, corresponding
to an impurity on an O ion, and the one starting at site

FIG. 1. Density at sitei for L564, nh50.5, Ud58, Up52,
Upd50, and D52, 4, and 5 from bottom to top. O sites: ope
symbols; Cu sites: filled symbols. The curves have been arbitra
shifted for the sake of clarity.
3-2
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FRIEDEL OSCILLATIONS IN A TWO-BAND HUBBARD . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 014513 ~2004!
~occupied by an O ion!, corresponding to an impurity on
Cu ion. These mean amplitudes are defined by Eqs.~A4! and
~A5!. The inclusion of the density oscillation close to th
ends introduces somewhat large numerical errors, so we
carded the first three points near the ends. The results
depicted in Fig. 2. The error bars are about the size of
symbols used. By discarding different numbers of initial si
of course the amplitudes vary. However, their crossing po
does not change appreciably. Various features can be rap
appreciated: a larger amplitude on O sites than on Cu s
for the dominant component, the suppression of the 2kF am-
plitude with increasingUp for O-site oscillations, and large
~smaller! O ~Cu! amplitudes for Cu-impurity than fo
O-impurity.

The crossing of these mean amplitudes asD is increased
for a given value ofUp is adopted as the crossing of th
2kF-dominated regime to the 4kF-dominated regime. Othe
criteria could be eventually adopted but we found that t
criterion faithfully reproduces the change of oscillation p
riod which is the quantity measured in STM experimen
The results can be summarized in the ‘‘phase’’ diagr
shown in Fig. 3. The region ofD below the crossover corre
sponds to the 2kF-dominated regime while the region ofD
above it corresponds to the 4kF-dominated regime. The firs
remarkable feature is that the crossover in the O-ion osc
tions takes place at lower values ofD than the crossover in
the Cu-ion oscillations.

To help the interpretation of these results, we have ov
imposed on this figure lines of constantJ/te f f of an effective
one-bandt-J model, with23

J5
4tpd

4

D2 S 1

Ud
1

2

2D1Up
D ~3!

and

FIG. 2. D dependence of the mean amplitude of 2kF ~open
symbols! and 4kF ~filled symbols! components forUd58, L564,
and various values ofUp at nh50.5. ~a! O density oscillations, O
impurity. ~b! O density oscillations, Cu impurity.~c! Cu density
oscillations, O impurity.~d! Cu density oscillations, Cu impurity.
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We have fixed the proportionality constant in such a way t
the physical point for the CuO chains corresponds toJ/te f f
50.35–0.4, taking into account some dispersion on the v
ues reported for the Coulomb interactions which are appro
mately,Ud;8 ~the value adopted in the present study!, Up
;324 andD;3 ~in units of tpd). At a fixed hole density,
each line of constantJ/te f f ~indicated in Fig. 3! corresponds
in the effective 1Dt-J model to a line of constantKr , which
have been previously estimated.25 Then, it can be appreciate
in Fig. 3 that the 2kF/4kF boundaries are roughly parallel t
these lines with the largest deviation corresponding to th
oscillations and the Cu impurity. In addition, as it can
seen in Fig. 3~a!, for the physical region corresponding to th
CuO chains~indicated with a gray circle!, the FO’s generated
by oxygen depletion have 2kF modulation in agreement with
experimental results near quarter filling.2 In the case of Cu
impurity @Fig. 3~b!#, although the 2kF/4kF boundary is
shifted to lower values ofD, the FO’s are predicted to hav
also a 2kF character in the physical region.

C. nhÄ0.875 filling

While in the undoped compound, YBa2Cu3O7, the chain
filling is nh50.5, upon oxygen depletion it increases towa
half-filling, which is reached atd'0.36 ~Ref. 24!. Hence, in
this subsection we consider the case ofnh50.875. Although
increased O depletion would produce, on average, sho
CuO segments, in order to reduce the number of vary
parameters and to facilitate the comparison, we study

FIG. 3. Phase boundary between the 2kF and 4kF Friedel oscil-
lations at quarter filling forUd58 andL564. ~a! O impurity. ~b!
Cu impurity. Open circles: boundary of Cu oscillations; fille
circles: boundary for O oscillations. Dotted lines are lines of co
stantJ/te f f of the effective one bandt-J model ~see the text!. The
gray circles correspond approximately to the physical region
CuO chains.
3-3
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same chain length as in Sec. II B, i.e.,L564. The filling
nh50.875 then corresponds toNh572 holes. In this case
2kF57p/8 and 4kF5p/4.

Let us start by examining in real space density oscillatio
corresponding to this filling. They are illustrated in Fig.
The oscillations for smallD, corresponding to 2kF , can be
regarded as period 2 oscillations with kinks, while the os
lations at largeD, corresponding to 4kF have a well defined
period 8 unit cell spacings.

As we did in Sec. II B, we have fitted the density oscill
tions for both Cu and O ions, and the results for the me
amplitudes of the 2kF and 4kF components are shown in Fig
5. By comparing with the previous results at quarter filling
can be concluded that the amplitudes of the dominant c
ponent are in general much larger in this case ofnh
50.875. Again O oscillations, in general, have larger am
tudes than the Cu ones. It can be also observed that the e
of Up is relatively small in the present case. Also there
virtually no differences between the cases of O and Cu
purities.

Again, the crossing points between 2kF and 4kF compo-
nents of the mean amplitudes lead to the ‘‘phase’’ diagr
shown in Fig. 6. As anticipated by the previous figure, t
boundary between the 2kF ~low D) and the 4kF ~high D)
regions has been considerably shifted to lower values oD
with respect to the quarter filled case. As fornh50.5, these
boundaries also approximately follow the lines of const
Kr of the effective 1Dt-J model. However, in contrast with
that case, there is much less difference between the bo
aries for O depletion-induced FO’s@Fig. 6~a!# and the bound-
aries for the FO’s induced by nonmagnetic substitution of
ions @Fig. 6~b!#. In any case, as in the quarter filled case,
most remarkable feature is again that the 2kF to 4kF cross-
over for oxygen FO’s takes place at smaller values ofD than
the one for Cu FO. Notice that for this filling the physic
region of parameters~gray circles! falls now on the 4kF side
of the diagram.

FIG. 4. Density at sitei for L564, nh50.875, Ud58, Up

50, Upd50, andD51, 3, and 5 from bottom to top. O sites: ope
symbols; Cu sites: filled symbols. The curves have been arbitra
shifted for the sake of clarity.
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Finally, by further oxygen depletion,d.0.36, the chain
would formally go into the electron doped region. Th
2kF/4kF boundary between Friedel oscillations on Cu ions
the electron doped,ne50.875, system is also included i
Fig. 6. This result confirms the trend suggested by the ca
nh50.5 andnh50.875, that by reducing the number of hol
this boundary shifts to lower values ofD for a fixedUp . On
the other hand, the occupancy on O sites is very low and
observed 2kF oscillations for all values of the paramete
examined. It is reasonable to speculate that by further red
ing the number of holes the presence of 4kF oscillations on
Cu ions will eventually disappear as well, i.e., the effects
strong electron correlations are expected to be more im
tant close to half filling.

D. Global properties

Let us examine some global properties like the to
ground state energyE0 and the average amplitude of FO
Since this energy is monotonically increasing withD, with
all the other parameters fixed, it is more meaningful to a
lyze the quantity obtained by subtracting fromE0 the quan-
tity DnO , wherenO is the average filling on O sites. Th
average of the amplitude of the FO on Cu sites is defined

ACu5
1

L (
i

un~ i !2nCuu, ~5!

where the sum runs over Cu sites andnCu is the average
filling on Cu sites. To be consistent with the fitting procedu
and hence to allow a comparison with Figs. 2 and 5,
discarded the first three sites close to both chain ends.
resulting quantity is shown in Figs. 7~a! and 7~b! for nh
50.5 and 0.875, respectively. It can be noticed that it p
sents a minimum at a value ofD close to the 2kF/4kF bound-
ary of Cu FO at a given value ofUp . As it can be seen in
Figs. 7~c! and 7~d!, the corrected energy,E02DnO also pre-
sents a minimum at approximately the same values ofD for
nh50.5. At nh50.875, the minimum of this quantity is lo
cated at a lower value, closer to the 2kF/4kF boundary of
oxygen FO’s.

ly

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 2 but fornh50.875.
3-4
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III. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The two most important results of the present stu
which can be deduced from Figs. 3 and 6 are~i! the 2kF to
4kF crossover takes place at smaller values ofD for given
Up as doping is reduced from quarter filling to half filling
and ~ii ! for hole doped chains this crossover takes place
smallerD for the density oscillations on O ions than for th
ones on Cu ions. Let us discuss these two features in de

In the first place, the fact that the 2kF/4kF boundaries
quite likely correspond to lines of constantKr of an effective
1D t-J model suggests that both the approximate mappin
this model and the whole fitting procedure are physica
correct. One should notice that this effective one-band mo
is obtained essentially by projecting out the oxygen sites,
is a model valid mostly for Cu ions. In addition, it becom
less valid as one moves away from half filling. It is n
obvious then that the boundaries for oxygen oscillations
low also approximately the lines of constantJ/te f f although
with some important deviations, especially at quarter fillin
The dependence ofKr on J/t and the hole density for the 1D
t-J model25 is consistent with the shifting of the Cu 2kF/4kF
boundary to lower values ofD as hole densitynh→1, and in
turn this is consistent with the intuitive notion that strong
correlated electrons regimes become more important clos
half filling.

However, this mapping does not explain by itself why,
the case of hole doping, the 2kF/4kF boundaries for O oscil-
lation occur at smaller values ofD for any givenUp , i.e.,
why the O subsystem enters the strong correlation regim
smaller interactions than the Cu subsystem. To unders
this feature, it would be necessary to analyze effective m
els obtained by projecting out Cu sites and retaining O si
These effective models, the so-called ‘‘spin-fermion’’

FIG. 6. Phase boundary between the 2kF and 4kF Friedel oscil-
lations forUd58, L564, nh50.875.~a! O impurity. ~b! Cu impu-
rity. Open circles: boundary of Cu oscillations; filled circles: boun
ary for O oscillations. Open triangles correspond to Cu oscillati
in electron doped,ne50.875, chains. The gray circles correspo
approximately to the physical region of CuO chains.
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Kondo-Heisenberg models,23 are considerably more compli
cated and related available results are limited.26 For hole
doped cuprates, i.e., with holes in excess of the numbe
Cu ions, it can be assumed that Cu ions are mostly sin
occupied, and in this case our results suggest that the 2kF to
4kF crossover is ‘‘driven’’ by the oxygen oscillations. Tha
is, the O subsystem is more susceptible to strong correlat
than the Cu subsystem. On the other hand, for the cas
electron doped chains, i.e., with fewer holes than Cu io
the 2kF to 4kF crossover takes place at smallD for Cu
density oscillations while for O FO’s have 2kF in the range
of parameters studied, and in this sense, the crossover s
‘‘driven’’ by the Cu ions. Hence, the nearly empty O band
electron doped chains is symmetric to the half filled Cu ba
in hole doped cuprates.

There are two factors affecting the magnitude of the me
amplitudes of the 2kF and 4kF components: their amplitude
at the origin, and their power law exponents. The amplitu
at the origin@A2 , A3 , B2, andB3, in Eqs.~A1! and ~A2!#
may depend on the formation of bound states between h
and impurities. With respect to the power law exponents,
could assume that the FO’s on Cu and on O sites are de
mined by two differentKr since they obey different effective
models in addition of having different hole densities. Unfo
tunately, although the fittings to the oscillations using E
~A1!, ~A2!, and~A3! are very good, the determination ofKr

from the fitted values is very noisy to allow reliable concl
sions. In this sense, an independent study ofperiodicchains,
with a careful study of finite size effects, would be necess
to confirm this possibility.

Order of the crossover. It seems to be first order in th
sense that there are no other oscillation wave numbers
tween 2kF and 4kF . The evidence of this is rather indirec
since our method of fitting does not make room for varia
wave numbers, and a Fourier~or windowed Fourier! trans-
form would mix the Friedel oscillations starting form the le
and right ends of the open chain. The indication of a fi
order type of crossover comes from the fact that the ove
average amplitude of the density oscillations are minimum
the crossing point@Figs. 1, 4, 7~a! and 7~b!#. This suggests

-
s

FIG. 7. ~a! Average amplitude of Friedel oscillations on Cu sit
for nh50.5. ~b! Same fornh50.875. ~c! Corrected ground state
energy fornh50.5. ~d! Same fornh50.875.
3-5
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that the system becomes ‘‘frustrated’’ at the crossing po
due to the competition of 2kF and 4kF modulations being
unable to develop a modulation at another wave number.
behavior of the corrected ground state energy,E02DnO ,
@Fig. 7~c! and 7~d!# is consistent with this interpretation: it
minimum is located close to the point whereACu is also at a
minimum presumably because it gains energy due to d
calization. Hence, this quantity also suggests that there
no FO with a modulation intermediate between 2kF and
4kF .

Predictions. The main prediction of the present study
that CuO chains in YBa2Cu3O72d would undergo a 2kF to
4kF crossover in the Friedel oscillations induced by oxyg
depletion or by nonmagnetic substitution of Cu ions as d
ing moves from quarter to half filling and eventually into th
electron doped region. Additionally we predict that expe
ments such as STM, probing O sites, would detect a 4kF
modulation while experiments such as neutron scatte
would still see a 2kF modulation on Cu sites. More gene
ally, the modulation of FO’s can be considered as a sens
tool to detect the sometimes subtle presence of strong e
tron correlations in quasi-1D systems. Finally, if the o
served modulations in CuO chains are essentially Friede
cillations and the presence of superconductivity on
planes plays a minor role, then similar modulations sho
be observed in the non-superconducting compo
PrBa2Cu3O7 ~Refs. 27 and 28!.
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APPENDIX: FITTING PROCEDURE

In general, the oscillation starting from the Cu edge
different to that from the O-edge. The total oscillation,
obtained numerically, is the superposition of both oscil
tions. Assuming these oscillation follow the Luttinger pow
law expressions,
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1
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cos~2kF~L2r !1w1!

~L2r !h1

1B3

cos~4kF~L2r !1w2!
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, ~A2!

whereL is the system size, then our fitting function will b

S~r ![L~r !1R~r !, ~A3!

with n0,r ,L2n0 . n0 is the number of sites from eac
edge that are cut out to avoid wild oscillations. Below, t
constant termsA0 and B0 are neglected, since a uniform
component is subtracted before the fitting process.

The mean amplitudes of the 2kF and 4kF components of
the Friedel oscillations starting from the left and from t
right edges of the chain are defined as
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and
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respectively.
In the fitting process, Eq.~A3! is rewritten as
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